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Sustainable Winter Management (SWiM®) was conceived by Phill Sexton,
founder of WIT Advisers, and was formalized in his thesis research at Harvard
University. The principals of SWiM® were developed from the founder’s
practical experience as a snow and ice management professional for over 30
years and through his formal education in sustainability, innovation and
environmental management. Today, public and private organizations
throughout North America utilize SWiM® to enable a better way of doing
business and for managing winter snow & ice operations.

About SWiM®











CALIBRATION: IT’S
NOT JUST FOR SALT

IT  CAN ALSO BENEFIT  SNOW OPERATIONS & TEAM
MANAGEMENT

RESOURCE PROCUREMENT AND
ALLOCATION

primarily includes calibrating equipment and materials acquisition needs

for each client and their corresponding scopes of work (SOW) and level of

service (LOS) expectations. Calibrating the timing of purchases and

rentals with historical weather timing is a critical first step to preventing

beginning or end-of-season service failures in case of early or late winter

storms. Keep in mind over the past 10 years, there have been at least 3

years when significant plowable snow events have occurred at the end of

October for many states throughout the Great Lakes,

Northeast and New England.

STORM RESPONSE TIMING AND
DISPATCHING

should include the integration of a weather forecasting service or

technology. Having the ability to reasonably anticipate storm event

timing that can be calibrated with timing crew dispatching, and

mobilization of equipment, is an important SWiM guideline to integrate. If

you are relying on TV weather stations as your only source of forecasting,

then it is time elevate your operation to the next level by engaging

with historical and real time weather forecast resources that are now

more reasonably affordable to the industry at large.

A SERVICE VERIFICATION
PROCESS

calibrates categories of information and data to document, collection

methods and technology that enables efficient documentation and data

collection. Although traditional paper methods for documenting and

verifying services performed are still widely practiced and accepted,

SWiM guidelines encourage advanced processes and technology that

calibrate a) the acquisition of real time site/road conditions including air

and surface temperatures, b) GPSenabled production and material

tracking, and c) pictures/video of conditions that are available as both

real time and historical recall.

SALT OUTPUT CALIBRATION

is necessary for applying responsible salt application rates, saving money

and reducing material waste. Furthermore, the reduction of road salt

runoff from entering the environment is an urgent issue for us as an

industry to understand and buy into. Chloridebased salts are clearly

defined as a pollutant by the Environmental Protection Agency. As an

industry, we need to prevent as much of this pollutant as possible from

entering soil and freshwater sources.

WORKFORCE DEVELOPMENT AND
RECRUITING

includes implementing a succession process for upwardly

mobile, talented people who are ready for increased responsibilities,

knowledge and leadership. Likewise, there needs to be a thoughtful plan

that is constantly reviewed and revised that takes into account the

natural attrition of employees, business growth and the occasional

parting of ways with people who aren’t a healthy fit in your

organization’s culture.







PREVENT DEFENSE
Managing risk, profits and reputation

PROCESSES AND REPAIRS INCLUDE
PRESEASON, PRE-STORM AND
POST-STORM IMPLEMENTATION.

Look for things that will hurt you and things you or your
equipment will hurt, such as:
• Raised surfaces / expansion joints
• Obstacles that require marking or
staking to avoid when snow-covered
• Low-hanging objects, tree branches,
and structures
• Emergency access / egress areas
• Melt and refreeze areas

FOUNDATION FOR ENABLING
PREVENTION AND OTHER SWIM®
GUIDELINES.

Conducting daily and weekly training sessions are
essential ingredients to success. Some of the best-
developed training content can be delivered in five
minutes or less in person or remote/online training on a
daily/weekly basis.

IS A KEY METHOD FOR PREVENTING
SNOW AND ICE FROM BONDING TO
PAVED SURFACES.

The most efficient, productive and reliable method
for implementing an anti-icing policy is to apply salt
brine and other liquid applications before snow
accumulates.

INCLUDES PERSONAL
RESPONSIBILITY FOR YOUR “3 E’S”
— EYES, EARS AND EXTREMITIES.

All personnel that work or manage snow field
operations should be provided eye and ear
protection and the proper warm and wet weather
clothing.

INCENTIVIZE EFFICIENT PRODUCTION AND
MATERIAL/SALT USE. IT IS REQUIRED FOR
SWIM® SITE CERTIFICATION

Contracts or specifications that compensate for
quantities of time, frequencies and materials do not enable
efficiency.

THIS IS A REQUIRED SWIM® GUIDELINE

This Guideline addresses two primary issues that generally
occur in the industry, even to the best of companies with
the best plans for recruiting, staffing and retention:
Equipment reserves to replace down equipment due to
mechanical failures and “no call / no show” operators.

ANTI-ICING

PERSONAL
PROTECTIVE
EQUIPMENT
(PPE)

HAZARD
ASSESSMENT

SPECIFICATIONS
AND 
CONTRACT
TERMS

RESERVE
THROUGHPUT
CAPACITY

TRAINING
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ANALYZE PER
EVENT
Material Outputs should be analyzed per
event, per vehicle, per operator. How you
measure the type and form of this material
will have a direct bearing on how easy or
difficult it is to capture and automate the
data being analyzed.

FIGURE STOP &
STARTS

Analyzing productions starts with tracking
times for primary operations, such as anti-
icing, plowing, de-icing, travel, loading &

unloading and other job costs.

SWIM®
GUIDELINES

MEASURE
CALIBRATE

PREVENT
ANALYZE

IMPROVE 
OPTIMIZE

TRACKING
LEVELS
Client and end user feedback is
foundational measurement to analyze,
including use of surveys, tracking
complaints and other feedback data.

STANDARDANALYSIS
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INCREASE YOUR ABILITY TO MANAGE RISK & ENABLE
CONTINUOUS IMPROVEMENT





Continuous
Improvement

CHANGE

Change is so important because as an industry, our clients are accustomed

to a business-as-usual approach to managing snow and ice conditions.

Innovation, optimization, and increasing efficiencies and profits are all

enabled by change and a systemic cultural acceptance to change. It only

takes one person in an organization to sabotage change for the sake of

improving.

Develop a company culture that accepts change and
continuous improvement is potentially the
mostchallenging for any organization

BENCHMARKING

These are things you can benchmark against your own company’s

performance and that of the industry’s best practices standards.

Set and follow targets for production,
material/inventory outputs (including
salt use) and overall costs

COMMUNICATAION

To do so, we need to determine what needs improved. Are we

communicating to the proper decision makers or do we need to improve

our levels of relationships? When and how often to communicate? Do

our clients/constituents see us as approachable? Are we available to

those with whom we should be communicating? What message needs

communicating? How can we best deliver our message using tools,

technology, cadence and reliability?

This is an area where we all can improve.

TRAINING

Is it the typical half-day once or twice a year style that expects

your employees to “drink from a fire hose” and then expect 100%

retention of what’s taught? Or is there a more regularly scheduled

cadence of focused topics for learning? Is your training well

thought out, developed and scheduled? Or is someone asked to

putsomething together the night before?

What does your training look like
now?

LEVEL OF SERVICE

It's what gets sold and is produced. It’s the benchmark of quality.

Because it’s the core of any snow business, it begs the question: How do

we improve it? What needs to be measured to then improve upon? How

do we measure LOS? With cameras, written documentation, automated

tracking or guessing?

Not to be confused with scope of work, LOS is the
level of expectation(s) a client or constituent
expects when it snows.

SAFETY

Safety tailgate talks on their own only scratch the surface. Whether it’s

plowing snow, shoveling walks, cleaning trucks, mowing grass or working

at a computer, the safety components that make up each operation and

function of every job is what needs to be taught.

Embed safety in every training or educational
opportunity — across every level of your operation.

To get better, train, communicate, 
benchmark — and be willing to change.

















"We do whatever it takes to
develop, support & empower

sustainable solutions that
enable people, businesses, and

the environment to thrive."
www.witadvisers.com
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